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Abstract Transition state analogues (TSA)-based inhib-

itors have particularly potent inhibitory profiles. The fact

that b-secretase (BACE) inhibitors have potential as anti-

Alzheimer’s treatments prompted us to explore the phar-

macophoric space of 68 known TSA BACE inhibitors.

Subsequently, quantitative structure–activity relationship

(QSAR) analysis was employed to select optimal combi-

nation of binding model(s) and 2D physicochemical

descriptors capable of explaining bioactivity variation.

One pharmacophoric model emerged in the successful

QSAR equation. However, to closely mimic the sterically

demanding transition state of BACE we were obliged to

complement the successful pharmacophore with strict

shape-based query decorated with carefully positioned

hydroxyl fragment that simulates the statin hydroxyl of

known TSA BACE inhibitors. Both models, i.e., the hybrid

shape–OH and optimal pharmacophore, were validated via

receiver-operating characteristic curve analysis and were

found to exhibit excellent abilities in discerning active

compounds from decoys. Subsequent in silico screening

against the National Cancer Institute structural database

using the two models yielded two novel inhibitors of

nanomolar and low micromolar IC50 values.

Keywords b-Secretase inhibitors � Transition state �
Alzheimer’s � Pharmacophore modeling �
Quantitative structure–activity relationship

Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of

dementia in older people. The progression of AD involves

the destruction of cells that control memory by the for-

mation of neuritic plaques of aberrantly folded proteins in

the brain (Maria et al., 2009). Neuritic plaques consist

mainly of amyloid b-protein (Ab): a 40–42-residue protein

generated by cleavage of the extra-cellular domain of the

transmembrane amyloid precursor protein (APP) is cata-

lyzed by the proteases c- and b-secretase (Shawn, 2009).

This prompted significant recent interest in designing

potent c- and b-secretase inhibitors as potential therapeutic

agents against AD (Cooper, 2002; Varghese, 2006).

Several classes of b-secreatase (BACE) inhibitors were

recently reported (Wen-Hai et al., 2009; Cumming et al.,

2008; Yoshio et al., 2008; Lorna et al., 2008; Yoshiari

et al., 2008; Heuisul et al., 2008; Derek et al., 2008; Huang

et al., 2006). More recently, several nanomolar transition state

analogues (TSA) BACE inhibitors were reported (Heuisul

et al., 2008; Clarke et al. 2008a, b; Beswick et al., 2008).

Clearly, the main focus of recent efforts toward the devel-

opment of new BACE inhibitors concentrate on structure-based

ligand design (Huang et al., 2006; Arun et al., 2001).

To date, several human BACE X-ray complexes are docu-

mented in the Protein Data Bank (Godemann et al., 2009;

Charrier et al., 2009a, b, c; Clarke et al., 2008a, b; Beswick

et al., 2008). However, although considered most reliable

structural information for drug design, crystallographic struc-

tures are limited by inadequate resolution (Beeley and Sage,
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2003) and crystallization-related artifacts of the ligand–protein

complex (Klebe, 2006; Steuber et al., 2006; Stubbs et al., 2002).

Moreover, crystallographic structures generally ignore struc-

tural heterogeneity related to protein anisotropic motion and

discrete conformational substrates (DePristo et al., 2004)

The continued interest in designing new drug-like TSA

BACE inhibitors, combined with the drawbacks of structure-

based design and the significant-induced fit flexibility

observed for BACE (Georgia et al., 2007) prompted us to

explore the possibility of developing ligand-based TSA

three-dimensional (3D) pharmacophore(s) integrated within

self-consistent quantitative structure–activity relationship

(QSAR) model. This approach avoids the pitfalls of struc-

ture-based techniques; furthermore, the pharmacophore

model(s) can be used as 3D template(s) to search for new

inhibitors. Although QSAR analysis is normally conducted

to identify appropriate combination(s) of physicochemical

or structural descriptors capable of explaining bioactivity

variation across a group of bioactive compounds (Taha

et al., 2008a), we implemented QSAR modeling herein as a

competition arena to allow the selection of optimal phar-

macophore(s) capable, upon combination with other 2D

descriptors, of explaining bioactivity variation across a rel-

atively long list of BACE inhibitors. We previously reported

using this approach toward the discovery of new inhibitory

leads against glycogen synthase kinase 3b (Taha et al.,

2008b), hormone-sensitive lipase (Taha et al., 2008c), bac-

terial MurF (Taha et al., 2008a), protein tyrosine phospha-

tase 1B (Taha et al., 2007), influenza neuraminidase (Abu

Hammad and Taha, 2009), cholesteryl ester transfer protein

(Abu Khalaf et al., 2010), b-secretase (Al-Nadaf et al., 2010)

renin (Al-Nadaf and Taha, 2011), cyclin-dependent kinase

(Al-Sha’er and Taha, 2010), glycogen phosphorylase (Taha

et al., 2011), b-glucosidase (Abu Khalaf et al., 2011), and

b-galactosidase (Abdula et al., 2011).

However, TSAs resemble the substrate at its postulated

transition to products; and therefore, TSA inhibitors require

stringent steric and 3D provisions to dock into the enzy-

matic binding site during its sterically demanding high-

energy transition state (TS). Therefore, TSA–enzyme

complexes show pronounced sensitivity to slight misa-

lignments among their complementary attractive groups

(Schramm, 2003, 2005; Amyes and Richard, 2007). This

conduct is expected to result in steep structure–activity

surface, which limits the ability of the pharmacophore

theory to explain activity/inactivity variations among

training compounds. Pharmacophore modeling requires

continuous bioactivity variation attributable to the presence

or the absence of certain chemical features, i.e., smooth

SAR surface. Hence, unveiling novel slow binding TSA

inhibitors for BACE should complicate pharmacophore

modeling.

The pronounced sensitivity of TSA to slight structural

modifications should also complicate the subsequent use of

pharmacophore models as 3D search queries to mine for

new hits. Pharmacophore models would be too lax and,

therefore, promiscuous in capturing TSAs as in silico hits,

i.e., they may identify many inactive hits (false positives)

(Catalyst User Guide, 2005). In fact, all previous pharma-

cophore modeling efforts to discover BACE inhibitors

were reported for substrate analogues (Al-Nadaf et al.,

2010; Huang et al., 2008). Accordingly, we were prompted

to complement our QSAR-based pharmacophore models

with tight shape constrains and to use the combination, i.e.,

optimal pharmacophore and shape mode, as consequent 3D

search queries to mine for new TSA inhibitors. Further-

more, we introduced a central hydroxyl fragment into our

shape query to mimic the catalytic intermediate derived by

nucleophilic attack of a water molecule on the scissile

peptide bond carbonyl, i.e., the statin hydroxyl seen in

many BACE TSA inhibitions, shown in Fig. 1 (Rizzi et al.,

2009; Clarke et al., 2008a, b; Beswick et al., 2008).

Materials and methods

Molecular modeling

Software and hardware

The following software packages were utilized in the

present research.

• CATALYST (Version 4.11), Accelrys Inc. (www.acce-

lrys.com), USA.

• CERIUS2 (Version 4.10), Accelrys Inc. (www.accel

rys.com), USA.

• CS ChemDraw Ultra 6.0, Cambridge Soft Corp. (http://

www.cambridgesoft.Com), USA.

• Pharmacophore and QSAR modeling studies were

performed using CATALYST (HYPOGEN module)
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Fig. 1 Similarity between amide–hydrolysis transition state and the

statin fragment of statin-based transition state analogues developed

for inhibition of aspartic proteinases
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and CERIUS2 software suites from Accelrys Inc. (San

Diego, California, www.accelrys.com) installed on a

Silicon Graphics Octane2 desktop workstation equip-

ped with a dual 600 MHz MIPS R14000 processor

(1.0 GB RAM) running the Irix 6.5 operating system.

Structure drawing was performed employing Chem-

Draw Ultra 6.0 which was installed on a Pentium 4 PC.

Data set

The structures of 68 BACE-1 inhibitors (Fig. 2; Table A of

Supplementary material) were collected from published

literature (Clarke et al., 2008a, b; Beswick et al., 2008).

The in vitro bioactivities of the collected inhibitors were

expressed as the concentration of the test compound that

inhibited the activity of BACE by 50 % (IC50). Figure 2

and Table A of Supplementary material show the structures

and IC50 values of the considered inhibitors. The logarithm

of measured IC50 (lM) values were used in pharmacophore

modeling and QSAR analysis, thus correlating the data

linear to the free energy change.

In cases where IC50 is expressed as being higher than

500 lM (e.g., 2, 3, and 4), it was assumed it equals

500 lM. This assumption is necessary to allow statistical

correlation and QSAR analysis. The logarithmic transfor-

mation of IC50 values should minimize any potential errors

resulting from this assumption.

The two-dimensional (2D) chemical structures of the

inhibitors were sketched using ChemDraw Ultra, installed

on a PC, and saved in MDL-mol file format. Subsequently,

they were imported into CATALYST, converted into cor-

responding standard 3D structures and energy minimized to

the closest local minimum using the molecular mechanics

CHARMm force field implemented in CATALYST. The

resulting 3D structures were utilized as starting conformers

for conformational analysis.

Conformational analysis

The molecular flexibilities of the collected compounds were

taken into account by considering each compound as a col-

lection of conformers representing different areas of the

conformational space accessible to the molecule within a

given energy range. Accordingly, the conformational space of

each inhibitor (1–68, Fig. 2; Table A of Supplementary

material) was explored adopting the ‘‘best conformer gener-

ation’’ option within CATALYST. Default parameters were

employed in the conformation generation procedure, i.e., a

conformational ensemble was generated with an energy

threshold of 20 kcal/mol from the local minimized structure

which has the lowest energy level and a maximum limit of 250

conformers per molecule (Catalyst User Guide, 2005).

Pharmacophoric hypotheses generation

All 68 molecules with their associated conformational

models were regrouped into a spreadsheet. The biological

data of the inhibitors were reported with an ‘‘Uncertainty’’

value of 3, which means that the actual bioactivity of a

particular inhibitor is assumed to be situated somewhere in

an interval ranging from one-third to three times the

reported bioactivity value of that inhibitor (Kurogi and

Güner, 2001; Li et al., 2000; Poptodorov et al., 2006).

Typically, CATALYST requires informative training sets

that include at least 16 compounds of evenly spread bio-

activities over at least 3.5 logarithmic cycles. Lesser

training lists could lead to chance correlation and thus

faulty models (Kurogi and Güner, 2001; Li et al., 2000;

Poptodorov et al., 2006). Three structurally diverse training

subsets (Table B of Supplementary material) were care-

fully selected from the collected compounds for pharma-

cophore modeling.

Each training subset was utilized to conduct four modeling

runs to explore the pharmacophoric space of BACE inhibitors.

Different hypotheses were generated by altering the inter-

feature spacing and the number of allowed features in the

resulting pharmacophores (Table C of Supplementary mate-

rial). See SM-1 of Supplementary material for details about

CATALYST Pharmacophore Generation Algorithm (Kurogi

and Güner, 2001; Li et al., 2000; Poptodorov et al., 2006).

Assessment of the generated hypotheses

When generating hypotheses, CATALYST attempts to

minimize a cost function consisting of three terms: Weight

cost, error cost, and configuration cost (see SM-2 of Sup-

plementary material) (Catalyst User Guide, 2005; Sutter

et al., 2000; Kurogi and Güner, 2001; Li et al., 2000;

Poptodorov et al., 2006; Bersuker et al., 2000).

CATALYST-HYPOGEN implements additional approach

to assess the quality of generated pharmacophores via the Cat-

Scramble program implemented in CATALYST. This vali-

dation procedure is based on Fisher’s randomization test

(Poptodorov et al., 2006). In this validation test, a 95 %

confidence level was selected, which instruct CATALYST to

generate 19 random spreadsheets by the Cat-Scramble com-

mand. Subsequently, CATALYST-HYPOGEN is challenged

to use these random spreadsheets to generate hypotheses using

exactly the same features and parameters used in generating

the initial unscrambled hypotheses. Success in generating

pharmacophores of comparable cost criteria to those produced

by the original unscrambled data reduces the confidence in the

training compounds and the unscrambled original pharma-

cophore models. Table 1 shows the success criteria of best

representative models generated during the pharmacophore

exploration process.
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Clustering of the generated pharmacophore hypotheses

The successful models (103 pharmacophores, see section

‘‘Exploration of BACE pharmacophoric space’’) were

clustered into 21 groups utilizing the hierarchical average

linkage method available in CATALYST. Therefore, clo-

sely related pharmacophores were grouped in 5-membered

clusters. Subsequently, the highest-ranking representatives,

as judged based on their fit-to-bioactivity correlation

F values (calculated against collected compounds 1–68,

Fig. 2; Table A of Supplementary material), were selected

to represent their corresponding clusters in subsequent

QSAR modeling (see Table 1).

QSAR modeling

A subset of 55 compounds from the total list of inhibitors

(1–68, Table A of Supplementary material) was utilized as
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Fig. 2 The chemical scaffolds

of training compounds, the

corresponding structures and

bioactivities are in Table A of

supplementary material
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a training set for QSAR modeling. However, as it is

essential to access the predictive power of the resulting

QSAR models on an external set of inhibitors, the

remaining 13 molecules (ca. 20 % of the dataset) were

employed as an external test subset for validating the

QSAR models. The test molecules were selected as fol-

lows: the collected inhibitors (1–68, Fig. 2; Table A of

Supplementary material) were ranked according to their

IC50 values, then every fifth compound was selected for the

test set starting from the high-potency end (Table A of

Supplementary material). This selection considers the fact

that the test molecules must represent a range of biological

activities similar to that of the training set.

The logarithm of measured 1/IC50 (lM) values was used

in QSAR, thus correlating the data linear to the free energy

change. The chemical structures of the inhibitors were

imported into CERIUS2 as standard 3D single conformer

representations generated via the rule-based methods

implemented in CERIUS2 (in SD format). Subsequently,

different descriptor groups were calculated for each com-

pound employing the C2.DESCRIPTOR module of

CERIUS2. The calculated descriptors included various

simple and valence connectivity indices, electro-topologi-

cal state indices and other molecular descriptors (e.g.,

logarithm of partition coefficient, polarizability, dipole

moment, molecular volume, molecular weight, molecular

surface area, energies of the lowest and highest occupied

molecular orbitals, etc.) (CERIUS2 QSAR Users’ Manual,

2005). Furthermore, the training compounds were fitted

(using the Best-fit option in CATALYST) against the

representative pharmacophores (21 models, Table 1), and

their fit values were added as additional descriptors. The fit

Table 1 The performance of the best representatives of clustered pharmacophore hypotheses generated for BACE TSA inhibitors

Training

set

Runa Hypothesesb Pharmacophoric features in

generated hypotheses

Total cost Cost of null

hypothesis

Residual

costc
Rd F-statistice Cat-Scramble

(%)

A 1 2f HBA, Hbic, 29 RingArom 85.3 118.2 32.9 0.93 37.4 95

6 HBA, Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 87.6 118.2 30.6 0.92 47.1 95

7 HBA, HBD, Hbic, RingArom 87.8 118.2 30.4 0.93 44.4 95

2 3 HBD, Hbic, 29 RingArom 90.1 118.2 28.1 0.92 46.1 85

10 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 92.1 118.2 26.1 0.90 48.9 80

3 2 29 HBA, 39 Hbic 83.4 118.2 34.8 0.93 46.0 95

3 HBD, 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 85.1 118.2 33.1 0.90 47.0 95

4 HBA, 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 85.4 118.2 32.8 0.93 47.0 95

B 5 4 HBD, Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 99.0 120.5 21.5 0.86 22.5 90

6 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 101.2 120.5 19.3 0.84 68.5 80

9 HBD, Hbic, 29 RingArom 102.2 120.5 18.2 0.83 47.5 80

7 1 HBD, 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 95.0 120.5 25.5 0.93 35.9 95

4 HBA, 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 98.7 120.5 21.8 0.84 39.7 95

6 29 HBA, 29 Hbic, PosIon 100.2 120.5 20.3 0.84 47.9 90

7 HBA, 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 100.3 120.5 20.1 0.85 55.4 90

8 9 HBA, HBD, 29 Hbic, PosIon 94.5 120.5 26.0 0.89 9.4 90

C 9 10 39 HBA, Hbic 96.4 123.0 26.6 0.92 16.6 95

10 3 Hbic, PosIon, 29 RingArom 90.7 123.0 32.3 0.94 46.5 95

9 29 Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 95.3 123.0 27.7 0.89 46.4 95

10 HBA, HBD, Hbic, RingArom 95.3 123.0 27.7 0.91 54.5 95

11 3 HBA, HBD, 39 Hbic 90.5 123.0 32.5 0.91 35.0 85

Training subsets shown in Table B of Supplementary material; bolded pharmacophore appeared in the best QSAR equation
a Correspond to runs in Table C of Supplementary material
b High ranking representative BACE hypotheses (i.e., among their corresponding clusters of pharmacophores)
c Difference between total cost and the cost of the corresponding null hypotheses
d Correlation coefficients between bioactivity estimates and bioactivities of corresponding training compounds (subsets in Table B of Sup-

plementary material)
e Fisher statistic calculated based on the linear regression between the fit values of collected inhibitors (1–68, Table A of Supplementary

material; Fig. 2) against pharmacophore hypothesis (employing the ‘‘best fit’’ option and Eq. D of Supplementary material) and their respective

anti-BACE bioactivities (log(1/IC50)) values
f CATALYST ranking of each hypothesis in respective runs
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value for any compound is obtained automatically via

Eq. (D) of section SM-2 in supplementary material (Cat-

alyst User Guide, 2005).

Genetic function approximation (GFA) was employed to

search for the best possible QSAR regression equation

capable of correlating the variations in biological activities

of the training compounds with variations in the generated

descriptors, i.e., multiple linear regression modeling

(MLR). The fitness function employed herein is based on

Friedman’s ‘‘lack-of-fit’’ (LOF) (CERIUS2 QSAR Users’

Manual, 2005).

Our preliminary diagnostic trials suggested the follow-

ing optimal GFA parameters: explore linear, quadratic, and

spline equations at mating and mutation probabilities of

50 %; population size = 500; number of genetic itera-

tions = 30,000, and LOF smoothness parameter = 1.0.

However, to determine the optimal number of explanatory

terms (QSAR descriptors), it was decided to scan and

evaluate all possible QSAR models resulting from 3 to 11

explanatory terms.

All QSAR models were validated employing leave one-

out cross-validation (rLOO
2 ), bootstrapping (rBS

2 ) and pre-

dictive r2 (rPRESS
2 ) calculated from the test subsets. The

predictive rPRESS
2 is defined as

r2
PRESS ¼ SD� PRESS=SD, ð1Þ

where SD is the sum of the squared deviations between the

biological activities of the test set and the mean activity of

the training set molecules, PRESS is the squared devia-

tions between predicted and actual activity values for

every molecule in the test set. QSAR modeling selected

Hypo10/10 as optimal pharmacophore (see section ‘‘QSAR

modeling’’).

Generation of shape and hydroxyl constrains

TSs are strained proteins states, and, therefore, are highly

demanding vis-à-vis conformational and shape require-

ments of the corresponding binding ligands. Accordingly,

we were prompted to develop shape-based constrains

derived from the co-crystallized structure of potent TSA

inhibitor 15 (Fig. 1; Table A of Supplementary material,

IC50 13 nM). These constrains were used as prefilter prior

to virtual screening by Hyp10/10 to enrich the success rate.

The shape query was built using the Cat.Shape module

within Catalyst (Catalyst User Guide, 2005) by imple-

menting the crystallographic structure of 15 complexed

within BACE (PDB code: 2vj6, resolution 1.8 Å) (Clarke

et al., 2008a) as template. However, in an attempt to

generate the tightest possible shape query, several shape-

tolerance values were evaluated. The tolerance range of

90–110 % was used for virtual screening as it allowed

capture of reasonable number of hits (see section ‘‘Creation

of shape query combined with OH fragment’’). Further-

more, to further enhance the success rate of the overall

virtual screen, we complemented our shape query with

appropriately positioned statin hydroxyl fragment. This

fragment corresponds to the position and direction of

central hydroxyl of 15 bound within BACE complex, as in

Fig. 4.

Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis

Both our QSAR-selected pharmacophore (Hypo10/10) and

hydroxyl-complemented shape model were validated by

assessing their abilities to selectively capture diverse

BACE active compounds from a large testing list of actives

and decoys.

The testing list was prepared as described by Verdonk

et al. (2004; Kirchmair et al., 2008). Briefly, decoy

compounds were selected based on three basic one-

dimensional (1D) properties that allow the assessment of

distance (D) between two molecules (e.g., i and j): (1) the

number of hydrogen-bond donors (NumHBD); (2) number

of hydrogen-bond acceptors (NumHBA); and (3) count of

nonpolar atoms (NP, defined as the summation of Cl, F,

Br, I, S, and C atoms in a particular molecule). For each

active compound in the test set, the distance to the nearest

other active compound is assessed by their Euclidean

distance (Eq. 2)

The minimum distances are then averaged over all

active compounds (Dmin). Subsequently, for each active

compound in the test set, around 7 decoys were randomly

chosen from the ZINC database (Irwin and Shoichet,

2005). These were selected in such a way that they occur

within Dmin from their corresponding active analogue.

To diversify active members in the list, we excluded any

active compound having zero distance (D(i, j)) from other

active compound(s) in the test set. Active testing com-

pounds were defined as those possessing BACE affinities

ranging from 3.0 to 72.0 nM. The test set included 10

active compounds and 71 ZINC decoys.

Dði; jÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NumHBDi � NumHBDj

� �2þ NumHBAi � NumHBAj

� �2þ NPi � NPj

� �2
q

ð2Þ
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The test set (81 compounds) was screened by each

particular pharmacophore employing the ‘‘Best flexible

search’’ option implemented in CATALYST, while the

conformational spaces of the compounds were generated

employing the ‘‘Fast conformation generation option’’

implemented in CATALYST. Compounds missing one or

more features were discarded from the hit list. In silico hits

were scored employing their fit values as calculated by

Eq. (D) of Supplementary material. Subsequently, hit lists

were used to construct ROC curves for corresponding

pharmacophores (see section SM-3 of Supplementary

material for details on ROC analysis) (Verdonk et al.,

2004; Kirchmair et al., 2008; Irwin and Shoichet, 2005;

Triballeau et al., 2005; Jacobsson et al., 2003; Gao et al.,

1999).

In silico screening for new BACE-1 inhibitors

The hydroxyl-complemented shape query was employed as

preliminary 3D search query against the National Cancer

Institute (NCI) database of compounds (238,819 com-

pounds) using the ‘‘Best Flexible Database Search’’ option

implemented within CATALYST to capture 27 hits.

However, 18 of them were captured by subsequent

screening against Hypo10/10. Only four hits were available

from the NCI for subsequent in vitro testing.

In vitro experimental studies

Materials

Materials BACE-1 assay kit and dimethylsulfoxide

(DMSO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich CS0010 and

BDH Laboratory Supplies (England), respectively. NCI

hits were kindly donated by the National Caner Institute.

Preparation of hit compounds for in vitro assay

The tested compounds were provided as dry powders. They

were initially dissolved in DMSO to provide 0.02 mM

stock solutions and subsequently diluted to the required

concentrations using 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.5. The

inhibition of BACE activity by the hit compounds was

measured using the fluorometric assay. The final concen-

tration of DMSO was adjusted to be \0.1 %.

Quantification of BACE-1 activity in a fluorometric assay

The BACE fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)

assay was performed as described by the manufacturer

(Sigma, CS0010) (Sigma-Aldrich). Principle of the assay:

the substrate is linked to a fluorescent dye on one end and

to a quenching group on its other. The fluorescence of the

substrate is significantly reduced due to intramolecular

resonance energy transfer to the quenching group. Upon

substrate cleavage by the enzyme, there is a disturbance of

the energy transfer resulting in the enhancement of the

fluorescent signal. The assay procedure can be described

briefly as follows: the BACE substrate is prepared in the

buffer to a concentration of 50 lM. BACE enzyme is

prepared in the same buffer to a concentration of approx-

imately 0.3 U/ll. Stock solutions of test samples are pre-

pared in DMSO, and then serially diluted in the buffer to

give the desired working concentrations. Triton X-100 was

added to each well to a final concentration of 160 lM.

BACE enzyme, substrate, standard, test samples, and buf-

fer are then added to the wells for a total volume of 100 ll,

with the BACE-1 enzyme being added last, just prior to

reading. Baseline fluorescence is recorded immediately

after the addition of the BACE enzyme on a fluorometer set

at excitation 320 nm, emission 405 nm. The reaction rate

was monitored for 2 h at 37 �C using FLX800TBI

Microplate Fluorimeter (BioTek Instruments, Winooski,

USA) and the linear time-relative fluorescence units (RFU)

sections were taken for rate calculation (Al-Nadaf et al.,

2010).

BACE inhibition by hit compounds

The inhibition of BACE activity by the hit compounds was

measured using the fluorometric assay described above.

The percentage of residual activity of BACE was deter-

mined for each compound by comparing the activity of

BACE in the presence and absence of the tested compound.

Blank and standard inhibitor (Lys-Thr-Glu-Glu-Ile-Ser-

Glu-Val-Asn-Sta-Val-Ala-Glu-Phe) (Sigma-Aldrich, prod-

uct (A1847)) was used as negative and positive controls,

respectively. Measurements were conducted at least in

duplicates.

Results and discussion

In this study, we employed CATALYST-HYPOGEN

(Catalyst User Guide, 2005) to explore the pharmacophoric

space of BACE TSA inhibitors utilizing 68 reported

inhibitors. Three carefully selected training subsets were

used to construct 103 possible binding hypotheses. Sub-

sequently, genetic function algorithm (GFA) and MLR

analyses were employed to search for optimal QSAR that

combines high-quality binding pharmacophore with other

molecular descriptors capable of explaining bioactivity

variation across the whole collection BACE inhibitors.

Subsequently, we employed the crystallographic structure

of a co-crystallized potent TSA inhibitor (IC50 = 13 nM)

complexed within BACE to generate tight shape constrains,
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which we combined with a central hydroxyl fragment to

simulate the statin hydroxyl in TSA inhibitors of BACE

(Fig. 1). The resulting models, i.e., QSAR-selected phar-

macophore and hydroxyl-decorated shape model, were

used sequentially as 3D search queries to screen the NCI

compounds database for new potential BACE inhibitors

(Hahn, 1997; Moffat et al., 2008). The captured hits were

subsequently experimentally validated against BACE.

CATALYST models drug–receptor interaction using

information derived only from the drug structure (Catalyst

User Guide, 2005; Sprague and Hoffmann, 1997; Smellie

et al., 1995). HYPOGEN identifies a 3D array of a maxi-

mum of five chemical features common to active training

molecules, which provides a relative alignment for each

input molecule consistent with their binding to a proposed

common receptor site. The chemical features considered

can be hydrogen bond donors and acceptors (HBDs and

HBAs), aliphatic and aromatic hydrophobes (Hbic), posi-

tive and negative charges, positive and negative ionizable

groups (NegIon and PosIon), and aromatic planes

(RingArom). The conformational flexibility of training

ligands is modeled by creating multiple conformers, judi-

ciously prepared to emphasize representative coverage

over a specified energy range (Smellie et al., 1995; Sutter

et al., 2000).

The SHAPE module in CATALYST is a shape-based

similarity searching method. The van der Waals surface of

a molecule (in certain conformation) is calculated and

represented as a set of points of uniform average density on

a grid. The surface points enclose a volume on the grid.

The geometric center of the set of points is computed along

with the three principal component vectors passing through

the center. The maximum extents along each principal axis

and the total volume are calculated. These provide shape

indices that can be compared with the query and used in an

initial screening step to eliminate poor matches from fur-

ther consideration (Abu Hammad and Taha, 2009; Moffat

et al., 2008; Smellie et al., 1995; Sutter et al., 2000; Singh

et al., 2003).

In CATALYST-SHAPE, conformational flexibility is

handled by pre-computing an ensemble of conformers for

each library compound and comparing each conformer

with the query shape indices (Moffat et al., 2008). CAT-

ALYST pharmacophores, with or without shape con-

straints, have been used as 3D queries for database

searching and in 3D-QSAR studies (Moffat et al., 2008;

Smellie et al., 1995; Sutter et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2003).

Data mining and conformational coverage

The literature was extensively surveyed to collect large

group of diverse TSA BACE inhibitors (1–68, Fig. 2;

Table A of Supplementary material) (Clarke et al. 2008a,

b; Beswick et al., 2008). The 2D structures of the training

inhibitors were imported into CATALYST and converted

automatically into plausible 3D single conformer repre-

sentations via the rule-based methods implemented within

the package. The resulting single conformer 3D structures

were later used as starting points for conformational anal-

ysis and in the determination of various molecular

descriptors for QSAR modeling.

The conformational space of each inhibitor was exten-

sively sampled utilizing the poling algorithm employed

within CATALYST. Poling promotes conformational vari-

ation via employing molecular mechanical force field algo-

rithm that penalizes similar conformers (Sutter et al., 2000).

Conformational coverage was performed employing the

‘‘Best’’ module to ensure extensive sampling of conforma-

tional space to guarantee minimal conformation-related

noise during pharmacophore generation and validation

stages. Inadequate conformational sampling within the

training compounds is known to affect pharmacophore

modeling and pharmacophore-based in silico search proce-

dures (Sheridan and Kearsley, 2002).

Exploration of BACE pharmacophoric space

CATALYST-HYPOGEN enables automatic pharmaco-

phore construction using a collection of molecules with

bioactivities spanning over several orders of magnitude

(Catalyst User Guide, 2005; Sutter et al., 2000; Kurogi and

Güner, 2001; Li et al., 2000; Poptodorov et al., 2006;

Bersuker et al., 2000). Accordingly, as we collected a list

of 68 diverse TSA BACE inhibitors of evenly spread

bioactivities over more than 4 log cycles, we were

prompted to employ HYPOGEN to identify possible

pharmacophoric-binding modes assumed by different TSA

inhibitors within BACE.

However, HYPOGEN implements an optimization

algorithm that evaluates large number of potential models

for a particular target through fine perturbations to

hypotheses that survived the subtractive and constructive

phases (see sections ‘‘Pharmacophoric hypotheses genera-

tion’’ and SM-1 of Supplementary material) (Li et al.,

2000). The extent of the evaluated space is reflected by the

configuration (Config.) cost calculated for each modeling

run. It is generally recommended that the Config.cost of

any HYPOGEN run not to exceed 17 (corresponding to 217

hypotheses to be assessed by CATALYST), to guarantee

thorough analysis of all models (Sutter et al., 2000).

The size of the investigated pharmacophoric space is a

function of training compounds, selected input chemical

features and other CATALYST control parameters.

Restricting the extent of explored pharmacophoric space

should improve the efficiency of optimization via allowing
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effective evaluation of limited number of pharmacophoric

models. On the other hand, extensive restrictions imposed

on the pharmacophoric space might reduce the possibility

of discovering optimal pharmacophoric hypothesis, as they

might occur outside the ‘‘boundaries’’ of the pharmacophoric

space. Accordingly, a balanced exploration approach is nec-

essary to unveil optimal pharmacophores.

Moreover, the fact that pharmacophore modeling

requires limited number of carefully selected training

compounds (from 16 to 45 compounds only) (Catalyst User

Guide, 2005) that exhibit bioactivity variations attributable

solely to the presence or the absence of pharmacophoric

features, i.e., not due to steric or electronic factors, makes it

impossible to explore the pharmacophore space of large

training sets in one shot (e.g., 68 compounds), partly

because CATALYST-HYPOGEN is not suited to handle

large number of compounds and partly because pharma-

cophore modeling is generally confused by electronic and

steric bioactivity modifying factors commonly encountered

in large SAR data. This dilemma prompted us to break our

collected compounds (68) into smaller training subsets

compatible with pharmacophore modeling, i.e., of bioac-

tivity variations attributable solely to the presence or the

absence of pharmacophoric features (3D SAR). Neverthe-

less, the basic problem in this approach is to identify a

particular training set capable of representing the whole list

of collected compounds. This problem can be very sig-

nificant in cases of relatively large SAR lists, as in our case.

We found that the best way to solve this problem is by

exploring the pharmacophoric space of several carefully

selected training subsets, i.e., selected from the whole list

of collected compounds, followed by allowing the resulting

pharmacophores (originating from all training subsets) to

compete within the context of GFA-QSAR analysis such

that the best pharmacophore(s) that is(are) capable of

explaining bioactivity variations across the whole list of

collected compounds is(are) selected (Taha et al., 2007,

2008a, b, c, 2011; Abu Hammad and Taha, 2009; Abu

Khalaf et al., 2010, 2011; Al-Nadaf et al., 2010; Al-Nadaf

and Taha, 2011; Al-Sha’er and Taha, 2010; Abdula et al.,

2011).

Accordingly, we explored the pharmacophoric space of

collected BACE inhibitors under reasonably imposed

‘‘boundaries’’ through 12 HYPOGEN automatic runs

employing three carefully selected training subsets (i.e.,

from the collected compounds): subsets A, B, and C (Table

B of Supplementary material). The training compounds in

these subsets were selected in such away to guarantee

maximal 3D diversity and continuous bioactivity spread

over more than 3.5 logarithmic cycles. Moreover, training

subsets were selected in such a way that their member

compounds apparently share certain 3D SAR rules (by

visual evaluation) and their differences in anti-BACE

bioactivities are primarily attributable to the presence or

the absence of pharmacophoric features rather than steric

shielding and/or bioactivity-enhancing or bioactivity-

reducing auxiliary groups (e.g., electron donating or

withdrawing groups).

Guided by our reasonably restricted pharmacophoric

exploration concept, the software was restricted to explore

pharmacophoric models, of each training subset, having

from zero to three features of any particular selected fea-

ture type (i.e., HBA, HBD, hydrophobic, and Ring Aro-

matic), i.e., instead of the default range of zero to five.

Furthermore, to further limit the investigated pharmaco-

phoric space, only four- and five-featured pharmacophores

were explored (Table C of Supplementary material). Three-

and two-featured pharmacophores are rather promiscuous

as 3D search queries and probably not adequate descrip-

tions of ligand-BACE binding as judged from the structural

diversity of the training compounds.

In each run, the resulting binding hypotheses were

automatically ranked according to their corresponding

‘‘total cost’’ value: defined as the sum of error cost, weight

cost, and configuration cost (see sections ‘‘Assessment of

the generated hypotheses’’ under Experimental and SM-2

of Supplementary material). Error cost provides the highest

contribution to total cost and it is directly related to the

capacity of the particular pharmacophore as 3D-QSAR

model, i.e., in correlating the molecular structures to the

corresponding biological responses. HYPOGEN also cal-

culates the cost of the null hypothesis, which presumes that

there is no relationship in the data and that experimental

activities are normally distributed about their mean.

Accordingly, the greater the difference from the null

hypothesis cost (residual cost, Table 1), the more likely

that the hypothesis does not reflect a chance correlation

(Catalyst User Guide, 2005; Sutter et al., 2000; Kurogi and

Güner, 2001; Li et al., 2000; Poptodorov et al., 2006;

Bersuker et al., 2000).

CATALYST includes an additional validation technique

known as Cat.Scramble (Catalyst User Guide, 2005). This

procedure is based on Fisher’s randomization test (Fisher,

1966). In this test, the biological data and the corre-

sponding structures are scrambled several times, and the

software is challenged to generate pharmacophoric models

from the randomized data. The confidence in the parent

hypothesis (i.e., generated from unscrambled data) is

lowered proportional to the number of times the software

succeeds in generating binding hypothesis from scrambled

data of apparently better cost criteria than the parent

hypothesis (see section ‘‘Assessment of the generated

hypotheses’’ under Experimental).

Eventually, 120 pharmacophore models emerged from

12 automatic HYPOGEN runs performed on three training

subsets (Table C of Supplementary material), out of which
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103 models illustrated Cat.Scramble confidence levels of

C85 %. These were clustered (see section ‘‘Clustering of

the Generated Pharmacophore Hypotheses’’) and the best

representatives (21 models) were used in subsequent

QSAR modeling (as in Table 1).

QSAR modeling

The fact that pharmacophore modeling of BACE inhibitors

furnished several binding hypothesis of comparable sta-

tistical criteria (Table 1) prompted us to employ classical

QSAR analysis to search for the best pharmacophore(s)

capable of explaining bioactivity variation across the whole

list of collected inhibitors (1–68, Table A of supplementary

material). GFA and MLR QSAR (GFA-MLR-QSAR)

analysis were employed to search for an optimal QSAR

equation(s).

GFA-MLR-QSAR selects optimal descriptor combina-

tions based on the Darwinian concept of genetic evolution

whereby the statistical criteria of regression models from

different descriptor combinations (chromosomes) are

employed as fitness criteria (Irwin and Shoichet, 2005).

GFA-MLR-QSAR analysis was employed to explore var-

ious combinations of pharmacophores and other structural

descriptors and to evaluate their statistical properties as

predictive QSAR models.

The fit values obtained by mapping the 21 representative

hypotheses against collected BACE-1 inhibitors were

enrolled, together with around 250 physicochemical descrip-

tors, as independent variables (genes) in a cycle of GFA-

MLR-QSAR analysis over 30,000 iterations employing

Friedman’s LOF fitness criterion (see section ‘‘QSAR

Modeling’’ under Experimental) (CERIUS2 QSAR Users’

Manual, 2005; Ramsey and Schafer, 1997). The comple-

mentary physicochemical descriptors were generally inde-

pendent of the 3D conformation/alignment of modeled

compounds, and therefore, we implemented standard rule-

based generated 3D conformers for QSAR modeling

without any particular alignment rule. However, since it is

essential to access the predictive power of the resulting

QSAR models on an external set of inhibitors, we ran-

domly selected 13 molecules and employed them as

external test molecules for validating the QSAR models

(marked with asterisk in Table A of Supplementary

material, see section ‘‘QSAR Modeling’’ under Experi-

mental). Moreover, all QSAR models were cross-validated

automatically using the leave-one-out cross-validation in

CERIUS2 (CERIUS2 QSAR Users’ Manual, 2005; Ram-

sey and Schafer, 1997).

Equation (3) shows the details of the optimal QSAR

model. Figure 3 shows the corresponding scatter plots of

experimental versus estimated bioactivities for the training

and testing inhibitors

Log 1=ðIC50Þð Þ ¼ �40:243þ 2:69ðHypo10=10Þ
þ 4:71� 10�4ðApolÞ � 0:25ðSaasCÞ

r2
55 ¼ 0:77; F ¼ 56:22; r2

BS ¼ 0:77; r2
LOOð13Þ ¼ 0:74;

r2
PRESSð13Þ ¼ 0:55; ð3Þ

where r55
2 is the correlation coefficient of the QSAR equation

against 55 training compounds, F is Fisher statistical

parameter, rBS
2 is the boot strapping regression coefficient,

rLOO
2 is the leave-one-out correlation coefficient, and

rPRESS(13)
2 is the predictive r2 determined for 13 randomly

selected test compounds (CERIUS2 QSAR Users’ Manual,

2005; Ramsey and Schafer, 1997).

Apol is an electronic descriptor corresponding to the

sum of atomic polarizabilities within a particular molecule.

SaasC is the elctrotopological state index descriptor for

aromatic carbon atoms. Hypo10/10 represent the fit values

of the training compounds against the 10th pharmacophore
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Fig. 3 Experimental versus fitted (a 55 compounds, rLOO
2 = 0.74)

and predicted (b 13 compounds, rPRESS
2 = 0.55) bioactivities calcu-

lated from the best QSAR model (Eq. 3). The solid lines are the

regression lines for the fitted and predicted bioactivities of training

and test compounds, respectively, whereas the dotted lines indicate

the 1.0 log point error margins
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model generated in the 10th modeling run, as in Table 1

(and Table C of Supplementary material) (CERIUS2

QSAR Users’ Manual, 2005). Figures 4 and 5 show

Hypo10/10 pharmacophore and how it maps two of the

most potent TSA BACE inhibitors: 15 (IC50 = 13 nM) and

33 (IC50 = 17 nM), respectively, while Table 2 shows the

X, Y, and Z coordinates of the best pharmacophore.

Judging from the regression coefficients of different

descriptors in Eq (3) and the ranges of their values across

all training compounds (see Table D of Supplementary

material), one can clearly see that Hypo10/10 is the most

prominent contributor to bioactivity with a maximum

enhancement of 29.03 log cycles to bioactivity (average

bioactivity enhancement of 28.50 log cycles). On the other

hand, the analysis shows that SaasC is the least influential

with a maximum reduction to bioactivity of 1.4 log cycles

(average bioactivity reduction of 0.73 log cycles). On the

other hand, Apol has moderate contributions to bioactivity

as reflected in its maximal bioactivity enhancement of

11.29 log cycles (average bioactivity enhancement of

10.07). Accordingly, one can safely conclude from this

analysis that pharmacophoric recognition and comple-

mentarities among ligand–receptor-binding features are

the dominant contributors to bioactivity, while molecular

polarizability comes next. On the other hand, the presence

of aromatic rings (i.e., SaasC) seems to have marginal

detrimental effect on bioactivity. Apparently, the presence

of polarizable atoms, e.g., sulfur, halogens, and aromatic

rings, promote ligand–receptor affinity via promoting van

der Waals’ interactions with prolarizable groups within

the binding pocket, e.g., the aromatic side chains of

TRP176, PHE169, TYR132, and TYR259 in the binding

NH

O

H
N

OHHN

N

N
H

O

O

Statin 
Hydroxyl

Statin 
Hydroxyl

A B

C D

E F

Fig. 4 a Chemical structure of

15, b co-crystal structure of 15
(IC50 = 13 nM, Table A of

supplementary material)

complexed within BACE (PDB

code: 2VJ6, resolution 1.8 Å
´

)

(Clarke et al., 2008a).

c Pharmacophoric features of

Hypo10/10: HBD hydrogen

bond donor as pink vectored

spheres, HBA hydrogen bond

acceptor as green vectored

spheres, Hbic hydrophobic

features as blue spheres,

RingArom ring aromatic as

vectored orange spheres,

d Hypo10/10 fitted against 15
employing rigid mapping (i.e.,

without allowing

conformational flexibility),

e Shape constrains patterned

against the co-crystallized

complexed structure of 15
within BACE, f Shape

constrains merged with the

statin hydroxyl fragment of 15.

This model was used as prefilter

prior to virtual screening using

Hypo10/10 (Color figure online)
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pocket (Fig. 4 and PDB entry 2VJ6 (Clarke et al. 2008a).

However, it seems that aromatic rings marginally under-

mine bioactivity due to their steric sizes that clash

with the tight steric requirements of the binding pocket

during TS.

Comparison of Hypo10/10 with the active site of BACE

To emphasize the validity of our pharmacophore/QSAR

modeling approach, we compared Hypo10/10 with the

crystallographic structure of BACE-binding pocket com-

plexed to 15 (IC50 = 13.0 nM, PDB code: 2VJ6 (Clarke

et al. 2008a). Figure 4 shows the chemical structure of the

ligand and compares its BACE complex (Fig. 4b) with the

way it maps Hypo10/10 (Fig. 4d) employing rigid map-

ping, i.e., fitting the ligand’s bound state against the

pharmacophore without conformational adjustments.

A marked similarity was observed between the features

proposed by the pharmacophore model and the ligand-

binding features in crystallographic structure, as can be

clearly seen in Fig. 4.

Mapping the benzyl aromatic ring of 15 against

RingArom feature in Hypo10/10 (Fig. 4c) corresponds to

stacking against the indole and phenyl side chain of

HN

O
OH

NH
H
N

NO FF

F

A

B C

D E 

Fig. 5 a Chemical structure of

training compound 33
(IC50 = 17 nM), b Hypo10/10,

c Hypo10/10 mapped against

training compound 33, d hybrid

shape–OH model, and e merged

shape–OH model mapped

against 33 (Color figure online)

Table 2 Pharmacophoric features and corresponding weights, toler-

ances and 3D coordinates of Hypo10/10

Definitions Chemical features

HBA HBD Hbic RingArom

Weights 2.726 2.726 2.726 2.726

Tolerances 1.60 2.20 1.60 2.20 1.60 1.60 1.60

Coordinates

X 2.26 3.78 -0.82 -2.05 -5.44 -3.72 -4.02

Y -2.27 0.34 -1.45 -0.35 4.26 -4.24 -1.65

Z -1.54 -1.78 -1.01 -3.56 -2.70 -1.37 0.11
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TRP176 and PHE169, respectively (Fig. 5b), in the com-

plex. While mapping the central amidic NH in 15 against

HBD in Hypo10/10 (Fig. 4c) corresponds to hydrogen

bond interactions tying this NH with the peptidic carbonyl

of GLY291 in the crystallographic complex (Fig. 4b).

Furthermore, fitting the statin hydroxyl of 15 against HBA

in Hypo10/10 (Fig. 4c) matches hydrogen-bonding inter-

actions tying the oxygen of the statin hydroxyl in 15 with

the carboxylic OH of ASP93 (Fig. 4b). Finally, mapping

the pyrrolidinone of 15 against an Hbic feature in Hypo10/

10 (Fig. 4c) seems to agree with squeezing this fragment

within a hydrophobic pouch comprised of the aliphatic

linkers of the side chains of ASN294 ARG296 (Fig. 4b).

Creation of shape query combined with OH fragment

To enrich the probability of active hits among captured

compounds, it was necessary to guarantee the tightest 3D

analogy between hit compounds and sterically demand-

ing TS inhibitors. Therefore, it was decided to use

shape-based constraints derived from a potent training

inhibitor as virtual prefilter prior to virtual screening via

Hypo10/10. Shape constraints encode for the extent of

3D spatial similarity between screened compounds and

the template molecule used to build shape limitations

(Hahn, 1997).

To generate the shape query, we selected the co-

crystallized conformation of the TSA inhibitor 15 com-

plexed within BACE (PDB entry 2vj6) (Clarke et al.,

2008a) as template. We converted the template molecule

into corresponding shape constrains employing Cat.SHAPE

module implemented within CATALYST suite (see section

‘‘Generation of shape and hydroxyl constrains’’). However,

to create the tightest possible shape query, we evaluated

several shape tolerance values (Catalyst User Guide, 2005).

Tolerance values that allowed the capture of reasonable

number of hits were used for virtual screening. A range of

300–400 hits was considered reasonable as it is manageable

for possible subsequent in vitro screening and large enough

to allow satisfactory diversity within the hit list. A tolerance

range of 90–110 % was found to capture optimal number of

hits (i.e., 371 compounds).

However, to further limit our prefiltration search hits, we

complemented our shape prefilter model with hydroxyl

fragment corresponding to the statin central hydroxyl

group of 15 (see Fig. 1). This should restrict captured

compounds to those possessing central hydroxyl moieties

necessary for TSA recognition and binding within BACE.

Incorporation of the statin hydroxyl group within the shape

model reduced the number of captured hits to 27. Figures 4

and 5 show the hydroxyl complemented shape model and

how it fits compounds 15 and 33, respectively.

ROC curve analysis

To validate the resulting models (QSAR, pharmacophore

and hydroxyl-complemented shape query), we subjected our

merged shape–hydroxyl query and Hypo10/10 to ROC

analysis. In ROC analysis, the ability of a particular 3D

search query (e.g., pharmacophore or shape model) to cor-

rectly classify a list of compounds as actives or inactives is

indicated by the area under the curve (AUC) of the corre-

sponding ROC as well as other parameters: overall accuracy,

overall specificity, overall true positive rate (TPR), and

overall false negative rate (see sections ‘‘ROC curve analy-

sis’’ under Experimental and SM-3 ROC analysis of Sup-

plementary material for more details) (Verdonk et al., 2004;

Kirchmair et al., 2008; Irwin and Shoichet, 2005; Triballeau

et al., 2005; Jacobsson et al. 2003; Gao et al., 1999).

Table 3 shows the ROC results of Hypo10/10 and the

shape–OH hybrid model. Both the models illustrated

excellent overall performances with ROC-AUC values of

100 %. However, Hypo10/10 outperformed the shape–OH

model by capturing all seeded active compounds in the

testing list (i.e., with decoys) and, therefore, achieving a TPR

of 100 %, while the hybrid shape–OH query scored a TPR of

60 % because it excluded 4 out of 10 actives. On the other

hand, the shape–OH query excelled by excluding all inactive

decoys compared to Hypo10/10, which captured 57 out of 71

decoy compounds in the testing list. This doubled the false

negative rate score of Hypo10/10 compared to the shape–OH

model (14.1 and 8.5 %, respectively).

Overall, ROC statistics of both the models suggest that

they complement each other as sequential search queries,

i.e., the shape–OH prefilter should exclude most inactive

compounds, while Hypo10/10 preferentially capture active

compounds.

In silico screening of databases

In silico screening was conducted first employing the

shape–OH prefilter against the NCI list of compounds

(includes 238,819 compounds). It captured 27 hits (Cata-

lyst User Guide, 2005). Subsequently, Hypo10/10 was used

and short-listed them into 18 hits only. Hits are defined as

Table 3 ROC curve analysis criteria for Hypo10/10 and the merged

shape–OH query

Pharmacophore

model

ROC-

AUC (%)

ACC

(%)

SPC

(%)

TPR

(%)

FNR

(%)

Hypo10/10 100 87.6 85.9 100 14.1

Shape–OH hybrid 100 87.6 91.6 60 8.5

ROC receiver operating characteristic curve, AUC area under the

curve, ACC overall accuracy, SPC overall specificity, TPR overall

true positive rate, FNR overall false negative rate
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those compounds that have their chemical moieties spa-

tially overlap (map) with corresponding features in the

pharmacophoric query and fit the shape–OH prefilter.

Figure 6 shows the chemical structures of the final list of

captured hits. Unfortunately, only four hits were readily

available from the NCI and, therefore, were tested in vitro

against BACE, namely, 69, 70, 71, and 72 (Fig. 6).

However, only two hits: 69 (NSC13306) and 70

(NSC194617) inhibited BACE by[50 % at 50 lM concen-

trations prompting us to evaluate their anti-BACE profiles at

other concentrations. The two hits illustrated IC50 values of

209 nM and 5.62 lM, respectively. Figure 7 shows the

inhibition curves of 69 and 70 against BACE. However,

judging from the inhibitory profiles values of the two
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compounds, we believe only 69 is actually a TSA inhibitor of

BACE as it illustrated nanomolar IC50. We believe the strict

steric requirements of BACE TS are responsible for the

inactivity of hits 71 and 72 and for the relatively weak activity

of 70 (i.e., micromolar). Figure 8 shows how 69 fits the shape–

OH hybrid model and Hypo10/0.

Anyway, both the active hits have completely novel

scaffolds and can, therefore, be used as good leads for

subsequent optimization.

Similarity analysis between training compounds

and active hits

We employed three library comparison methods imple-

mented in Discovery Studio 2.5 to assess the structural

similarity/diversity between the modeled compounds (1–68,

Fig. 2, library A; Table A of Supplementary material)

(Clarke et al. 2008a, b; Beswick et al., 2008) compared to

captured hits (69–86 as in Fig. 6, library B), namely, Murcko

Assemblies, Bayesian Model and Global Fingerprints. The

comparison clearly establishes the uniqueness of captured

hits.

In Murcko Assemblies, the algorithm breaks the ligands

of each library into unique occurrences of molecular rings,

ring assemblies, bridge assemblies, chains, Murcko assem-

blies, or any combination of these. Murcko assemblies are

contiguous ring systems plus chains that link two or more

rings (Bemis and Murcko, 1996). The two libraries are

compared using a Tanimoto similarity of the assemblies

based on the fragments that are common and unique to each

library (Discovery Studio 2.5.5 User Guide, 2010).
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Fig. 7 Dose-inhibition curves of hit compounds a 69 (IC50 = 209

nM) and b 70 (IC50 = 5.62 lM)
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Fig. 8 a Chemical structure of

hit compound 69 (NCI code:

13306, IC50 = 209 nM), B 69
fitted against the shape–OH

hybrid model, and c 69 fitted

against Hypo10/10 (Color figure

online)
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On the other hand, in Bayesian Model approach, two

Bayesian models were built, one to learn library A and one

to learn library B. Finally, it scores all ligands using both

the models. A distance is computed as Eq. (4))

Distance ¼ ScoreAAþ ScoreBB� ScoreAB� ScoreBA,

ð4Þ

where ScoreAA is the average score of library A molecules

scored by the Bayesian model that learned library A mol-

ecules, while ScoreBB is the average score of library B

molecules scored by the Bayesian model that learned

library B. ScoreAB and ScoreBA are the average scores of

libraries A and B molecules scored by the Bayesian models

that learned libraries B and A, respectively. The higher the

distance, the more dissimilar the libraries are (Discovery

Studio 2.5.5 User Guide, 2010).

Finally, the Global Fingerprint comparison algorithm

generates a global fingerprint for all ligands in the training

list and all ligands in the hits list and then computes a

Tanimoto similarity coefficient between the two libraries

(Discovery Studio 2.5.5 User Guide, 2010).

Table 4 shows the results of the three similarity/diver-

sity assessment procedures. Clearly, the three methods

suggest minimal structural similarity between known

BACE inhibitors and our captured hits providing further

support to the significance of these hits.

Conclusions

In the current project, we explored the pharmacophoric space

of 68 known TSA BACE inhibitors. We subsequently

employed QSAR analysis to select optimal combination of

pharmacophoric models and 2D physicochemical descrip-

tors capable of explaining bioactivity variation within 68

training compounds. One optimal pharmacophoric model

emerged in the successful QSAR equation. However, to

closely mimic the TS, we were obliged to complement the

successful pharmacophore model with strict shape con-

straints and carefully positioned hydroxyl fragment to mimic

steric requirements of BACE TSA. The resulting shape–OH

hybrid model and optimal pharmacophore were validated via

ROC curve analysis and were found to exhibit excellent

ability to separate active compounds from decoys. Screening

against the NCI structural database by employing the two

models, i.e., the shape–OH query followed the optimal

pharmacophore, culminated in the discovery of two novel

BACE inhibitors of nanomolar and low micromolar IC50

values.
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